Torah Foundational Truth
Part 3

The Facts by viewing the Verse through Y’shua’s eyes

This is insignificant in the eye of the general person.

Y’shua’s Torah exposes lies and paganism;
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This is insignificant in the eye of the general person.

What we learn here is that when it comes to giving an accounting of our actions, we should NOT assume that we can know what is important and what is secondary.
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But Y’shua says that the "IGNORANT" Christian or Pastor (who doesn’t know about the Torah) who breaks one of the least of the Commandments, the smallest and minutest of His Instructions in the Torah, and teaches others so (which is then ignorant sin), will be called the least in the kingdom of heaven.
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But Y’shua says that the "IGNORANT" Christian or Pastor (who doesn’t know about the Torah) who breaks one of the least of the Commandments, the smallest and minutest of His Instructions in the Torah, and teaches others so (which is then ignorant sin), will be called the least in the kingdom of heaven.

But at least that person will go to heaven!

Y’shua’s Torah exposes lies and paganism;
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But the Christian or Pastor who "WILFUL" reject YHWH’s Instructions for life (Torah) and continue to do so, or allow others to do so; Y’shua by His own word says that that person will go to Hell unless he/she repent!

(Y’shua in Matt 7:21-23)
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But the Christian or Pastor who "WILFUL" reject YHWH’s Instructions for life (Torah) and continue to do so, or allow others to do so; Y’shua by His own word says that that person will go to Hell unless he/she repent! (Y’shua in Matt 7:21-23)

[NB! Lawlessness is DECEITFULLY translated out of most of the New Testaments as "evildoers", "practice evil", "work iniquity", etc ]

Y’shua’s Torah exposes lies and paganism;
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"The Christian or Pastor who "WILFUL" reject YHWH’s Instructions for life (Torah)..."

Each ONE of you observing this teaching knows such a person, and it is YOUR duty to go and tell that person according to Ezek 3:17-21 before it is to late!
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The Facts by viewing the Verse through Y’shua’s eyes

"The Christian or Pastor who "WILFUL" reject YHWH’s Instructions for life (Torah)"

Each ONE of you observing this teaching knows such a person, and it is YOUR duty to go and tell that person according to Ezek 3:17-21 before it is to late!

Beloved, YHWH will hold you accountable; you can rattle, ramp and rave, but your day will come IF you do not assist your brother!

Y’shua’s Torah exposes lies and paganism;
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Y’shua’s Torah exposes lies and paganism;
follow Torah, where truth is simple...
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"When Wisdom is asked, *The sinner, what is his punishment?*'
It answers, *'Evil shall pursue sinners.'*
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Ancient Hebrew Wisdom on Sinners...

"When Wisdom is asked, 'The sinner, what is his punishment?'
It answers, 'Evil shall pursue sinners.'
When Prophecy is asked, 'The sinner, what is his punishment?'
It replies, 'The soul that sins shall die.'
Y’shua’s Torah exposes lies and paganism; follow Torah, where truth is simple...
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Ancient Hebrew Wisdom on Sinners...

"When Wisdom is asked, 'The sinner, what is his punishment?' It answers, 'Evil shall pursue sinners.' When Prophecy is asked, 'The sinner, what is his punishment?' It replies, 'The soul that sins shall die.' When Torah is asked, 'The sinner, what is his punishment?' It replies, 'Let him bring a guilt offering and his sin will be expiated.'
When Wisdom is asked, *The sinner, what is his punishment?* It answers, *Evil shall pursue sinners.*

When Prophecy is asked, *The sinner, what is his punishment?* It replies, *The soul that sins shall die.*

When Torah is asked, *The sinner, what is his punishment?* It replies, *Let him bring a guilt offering and his sin will be expiated.*

When YHWH is asked, *The sinner, what is his punishment?* He replies, *Let him repent, and his sin will be expiated for him.*
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Y’shua’s Torah exposes lies and paganism;
YHWH firmly warns us of Inherit Lies...

Many have been grossly deceived by the master deceiver – satan himself!
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Many have been grossly deceived by the master deceiver – satan himself!

We have been taught by the Pastors and Leaders in Ministry that the Law doesn’t apply anymore.
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Many have been grossly deceived by the master deceiver – satan himself!

We have been taught by the Pastors and Leaders in Ministry that the Law doesn’t apply anymore.

They have been deceived by satan to give clever ways past these Scriptures.
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Many have been grossly deceived by the master deceiver – satan himself!

We have been taught by the Pastors and Leaders in Ministry that the Law doesn’t apply anymore.

They have been deceived by satan to give clever ways past these Scriptures.

It is all inherited lies through man’s traditions.

Y’shua’s Torah exposes lies and paganism;